Anything can happen, hence the reason for organizing and implementing regular exercises, drills, and courses to assure that all responders have the necessary tools and experience to act intelligently. Planning and preparing for a time of crisis is just the first step. Salamander gives EOC the ability to TAG, TRACK, & REPORT on all resource status, location, and participation to help ensure that exercises are maximized to their fullest potential.

With one common operating picture across multiple jurisdictions, design an effective, prudent, and coordinated response for any situation involving responder and public safety.

What to expect from Salamander

- Gain access to SalamanderLive™ for the duration of the exercise
- Participants will be provided with a 2X3 plastic card with the exercise name, logo, legal name, and a QR code for personnel tracking
- If pre-badging is not available, Salamander also provides two RAPID TAG stations to TAG participants on-site with temporary exercise-specific badging
- TRACK APP log-in accounts will be provided throughout the event
- Salamander provides a temporary license of COMMAND to view all event personnel data on an electronic COMMAND board
- On-site and off-scene COMMAND set up is available
- Not to worry, Salamander also facilitates just-in-time training if your community is in the middle of an existing incident
- Salamander will provide summary reports after the event has concluded
WHATEVER YOU ARE PREPARING FOR
SALAMANDER HAS YOU COVERED

Examples of agencies that have used Salamander's
INTELLIGENT ACCOUNTABILITY™ suite for their exercises:

POPULAR TOOLS FOR EXERCISE PREPAREDNESS

SalamanderLive
Have real-time visibility of all personnel from any device
with a web connection. Run detailed reports on headcount,
total hours, and classroom attendance for continuing
education.

TRACK APP
Instantly TRACK activities
during assignments, drills,
and courses. Know resource
qualifications and conduct PAR.

COMMAND
Analyze, manage, and
reposition resources in a
simple ICS chart view with
drag-and-drop functionality.
Build ICS chart templates
prior to the start of the
exercise.

RAPID TAG EVAC
Quickly create volunteer
evacuee IDs to instantly TRACK
location, destination, special
needs, and family connections.

RAPID TAG
Pull data from a drivers license
to quickly create exercise
specific interoperable IDs that
contain a unique barcode.
TRACK participation hours
down to the second.